
ECE260B/CSE241A - Project 2 

Power Analysis of Flip-Flops and Memories 

Lab Posted: 1/26 (Tuesday) Due Date: 2/9 (Tuesday) 

Objective: Understand the basic principle of level shifters, and design state-of-the-art Level-Converting 
Flip-Flops at the transistor-level. Familiar with the Static Noise Margin (SNM) of SRAM cell, also 
understand the trade-off between SNM and supply voltage (energy) in the SRAM design. 

Note: All the following assignments are based on the PTM (predictive technology model) provided by 
Arizona State University, available at: http://ptm.asu.edu/. Needed SPICE model files and basic sample 
netlists will be provided. All the simulations are performed in HSpice®.  

Lab Assignments: 

Part 1: Design of Level-Converting Flip-Flops (LCFFs) 

For a level-converting flip-flop shown below [Ishihara ISLPED’03], design the transistor size to achieve 
the right function (level-shifting and data latching). The design should use 45nm process. Low-VDD and 
high-VDD should be 0.8V and 1.1V, respectively. Assume there is a 100fF load capacitance at the output 
of flip-flop, and the slew of output signal is no larger than 100ps. Use SPICE transient simulation w/ 
provided input test patterns to verify your design. 

 

Step 1) Show the correct transient waveforms at node mo, sf, q with given d, clk input patterns. Briefly 
discuss how you tune the sizes of some critical transistors to achieve the right function. 

Step 2) Measure the power (dynamic and leakage) of your designed LCFF using provided input patterns. 
In terms of leakage, assuming flip-flop is clocked by 0 (clock is gated), and d could be 0 or 1. Final 
leakage power would be the average of leakage values in these 2 scenarios. Measure the timing metric of 
your designed LCFF, Tc-q and Tsetup. Describe how you measure these metrics and give necessary 
waveforms to explain the way you measured. 

Step 3) Study the impact of technology scaling on the power/performance of this LCFF. Simulate the 
same design using 65nm and 32nm process, and collect all the data you measured in Step 2). Put all the 
things in a table and discuss the performance trend of such LCFF w/ technology scaling. 

Extra Credit: You are free to design a LCFF by adopting other schematics to beat this option under the 
same requirements (same process, same low and high VDD value, same loading and input patterns). Show 
the advantage of your design by comparing the simulated power/performance metrics with this design. 
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Part 2: Study SNM and leakage of 6T SRAM Cell 

For a given traditional 6T SRAM cell design, performing the following steps: 

Step 1) Simulate the SNM (Static Noise Margin) of read and hold mode using 45nm process, also show 
the SNM of write mode is less than 0. Draw the butterfly plot for each mode and explain the difference of 
SNM of three different modes. 

Step 2) Study how the SNM changes w/ voltage and technology scaling. Simulate read and hold SNM 
with supply voltage varies from 0V to 1V incrementing by 0.1V, draw the SNM vs. VDD curves for each 
mode. Repeat the above simulation for 65nm and 32nm, draw all the 6 curves (read/hold SNM for 3 
different processes) on one figure, and discuss the trend of SNM w/ voltage and technology scaling. 

Step 3) Study the best BL pre-charge voltage in terms of read SNM. Simulate read SNM with BL 
pre-charge voltage VBL varies from 0 to 1V incrementing by 0.1V (with VDD fixed at 1V) for 65nm, 45nm, 
and 32nm process. Show the SNM vs. VBL curves on one figure, and discuss how to choose the best BL 
pre-charge voltage to improve read SNM as well as reduce energy. 

Step 4) Study the DRV (data retention voltage) in stand-by mode. Simulate the DRV of stand-by mode 
for given SRAM cell using 65nm, 45nm, and 32nm process, respectively, assuming ±10%, ±20%, and 
±30% variation on the transistor widths for each process. (Hint: suppose PMOS size is increased and 
NMOS size is decreased in one inverter, and vice versa for another inverter.) 

Step 5) Study the leakage in stand-by mode. Simulate the leakage current of given SRAM cell using 
65nm, 45nm, and 32nm process with VDD varies from DRV obtained in Step 4) to 1V, incrementing by 
0.05V. Draw the leakage vs. VDD curves on one figure and discuss the trend.  

Extra Credit: You are free to design novel SRAM cell (e.g., use more transistors) to beat this 6T SRAM 
cell. Show the advantage of your design by comparing the simulated hold/read/write SNM, DRV, and 
leakage with this design using 45nm process and 1V supply voltage. 

Report Requirement: 

1) Clearly show your results step by step with necessary figure illustrations. 

2) Discuss and comment your results concisely. 

Notice: 

Needed SPICE models and sample netlists are in public directory: ../public/LAB2. Be sure to use the 
SPICE models we provided in the directory LAB2/ptm_lib. DO NOT use the SPICE models in ptm_lib 
of LAB1.  


